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EXT STREET DAY

A WOMAN walks down a busy street. She has a sparkle in 
her eye.

She glances up when she passes men on the street.

WOMAN V/O
I just can’t stop myself sometimes.

NICELY GROOMED MAN walks past her, she turns to look at 
him, a breath in, they catch each others eyes.

WOMAN V/O (CONT'D)
It could be just a smell...

INT BUS DAY

The WOMAN is now on a bus.

NICE NECK MAN sits in front of her. The back of his hair 
is neatly cut to reveal a soft strong neck.

She pulls her lower lip back with her teeth.

WOMAN V/O
Or a taste...

He turns round, she pinches her lips

EXT CARPARK DAY

The WOMAN is walking away from her car. She remembers she 
hasn’t closed it and turns back to close it. 

The battery in her key is running out. She keep pressing 
the key lock in different directions. 

GOOD EYES MAN is getting into his car at the side. He 
looks up and gives her a knowing look.

WOMAN V/O
A look....

EXT ROAD DAY

FUN LOLLY POP MAN stops the traffic and jokes with 
children as they cross the road. They think he’s 
brilliant.
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WOMAN walks behind the children, they catch each others 
eye..

WOMAN V/O
On other days its just about having 
something special...

EXT PARK DAY

WOMAN walks past a RUGGED HOMELESS MAN sitting smoking on 
the floor in he park.

She glances down at him, he looks up, they catch each 
others eyes.

WOMAN V/O
...or totally different.

EXT PARK DAY

The WOMAN walks towards a man sitting in the park with 
picnic, three children playing, champayne, red roses the 
works.

WOMAN V/O
It’s good to shop. Add to basket as you 
go.

She walks over to the beautiful picnic rug of delights.

WOMAN V/O (CONT'D)
But there’s only one item that’s ever 
made me click...

PERFECT MAN gets up from the rug.

They are really pleased to see eachother.

WOMAN V/O(CONT'D)
....proceed to check-out.

They give eachother a huge kiss.

Their children scream with laughter as they watch them 
kiss.

END
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